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 ٌانهَّوُ نُىرُ انسَّمَاوَاخِ وَاألرْضِ مَثَمُ نُىرِهِ كَمِشْكَاجٍ فٍِهَا مِصْثَاح

انْمِصْثَاحُ فًِ زُجَاجَحٍ انسُّجَاجَحُ كَأَنَّهَا كَىْكَةٌ دُرِّيٌّ ٌُىقَدُ مِنْ شَجَرَجٍ 

نَىْ نَمْ تَمْسَسْوُ مُثَارَكَحٍ زٌَْتُىنِحٍ ال شَرْقٍَِّحٍ وَال غَرْتٍَِّحٍ ٌَكَادُ زٌَْتُهَا ٌُضًِءُ وَ

نَارٌ نُىرٌ عَهَى نُىرٍ ٌَهْدِي انهَّوُ نِنُىرِهِ مَنْ ٌَشَاءُ وٌََضْرِبُ انهَّوُ األمْثَالَ نِهنَّاشِ 

 وَانهَّوُ تِكُمِّ شًَْءٍ عَهٍِمٌ
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ABSTRACT 

 

         Testing in the functional level is considered one of the most important 

methods of testing complex system. It depends on the functions intended to 

be fulfilled through the work of the systems under test. The missile taken in 

this work as unit under test is air to air thermal guidance missile P-24. The 

number of checks of the missile are (32) checks which represent totally the 

ground test of  the  vehicle under different flying circumstances. Functional 

test bench for simulated hardware for this missile is developed to test its 

operation. The developed test bench is based on function test technique in 

order to test the missile as a second level of test. The test bench tests the 

missile units, starting from control unit represented by servomechanism 

unit, gyroscope unit, and autopilot unit, passing through guidance unit and 

finally the power supply unit. The simulation software that simulates the 

hardware operation, and graphics representation, is developed using the 

MATLAB package (ver. 6.5) which included built-in functions by using 

combination of techniques: simulink, xPC target, command window and 

graphical user interface (GUI). The functions of simulation software are  

read the missile response data, compare response data with the nominal 

stored data, and make decision for missile fault free operation. The testing 

method of vehicle operation is simulated by this package, where the 

simulation process includes building the  block diagrams for each checks in 

simulink and xPC target techniques. The command window is used to write 

the programs and plot the responses for each checks, and the main window 

of the test bench is designed by using graphical user interface (GUI) 

technique.  
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1.1   Introduction: 

         During the life cycle of any system (i.e. design phase, manufacturing 

phase, and field-use phase) some forms of testing are required; and with 

increasing complexity of systems under test, test cost increases as well. 

Another factor that contributes in increasing the test cost is the demand to 

include the ability of diagnosis in cyclic tests. This demand complies with 

the end-user requirements of high system reliability and availability. Most 

test strategies are based on multi-level testing; the first testing level is in the 

field and is based on compact GO/NOGO testers. Such tester has no 

diagnosis ability. The aim is a simple means of determining the readiness 

of the unit under test (UUT). If it is faulty, then it would be sent to the 

second test level where a more sophisticated tester is available with 

technical staff qualified to repair the failed system as a block of printed-

circuit board (PCB) i.e., by replacing the faulty PCB by a good one. The 

faulty PCB is again sent to the third level where comprehensive tests are 

carried on to diagnose the fault at the component level, and replace the 

faulty component. 

       There are some reasons for implementing such a testing strategy; one 

of them is that comprehensive tests with diagnosis ability require expensive 

and bulky automatic test equipment (ATE) and the multi-level strategy 

represents a cost effective approach to testing. Another reason for 

implementation such strategy is the economic utilization of skilled 

technical staff. Other reasons may be special military concerns such as 

mobility of field units, which discourages the use of bulky testers in this 

level. 

       An automatic test is used to avoid the errors which may occur during 

test operation. The simplest way to describe automatic testing is to compare 

it to manual testing with which most people are already familiar. Manual 

testing is usually performed by collecting individual pieces of test 
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equipment, including measurement devices, special-purpose signal 

generators, power supplies, decade boxes, and a collection of clip leads. 

The test technician must plug in, setup, and connect all of these equipments 

to the UUT to make the tests pertinent. Other manual test equipments may 

interconnect the individual components in such a way that the operator 

performs these functions with simple switches. Normally, numerous tests 

are requiring the configurations and connections to be changed many times. 

Some sort of manual or set of instructions will normally be available to 

help the technician perform the tests. However, these instructions may not 

be complete or clear and usually will not be all-inclusive [1]. 

       Generally, operation of ATS starts with the operator informing the test 

system of the identity of the UUT either on the keyboard or by control 

switches. The test system will then seek the proper testing program for that 

UUT and usually verify, through keying or other means, that the UUT has 

been correctly identified. This is necessary to avoid damage to the test 

system and/or UUT due to operator error [2]. Once the UUT identify is 

verified, testing will begin. The testing system will read and interpret the 

instructions for the first test. These instructions will setup switching to 

connect stimulus and power to proper points on the UUT; they will also 

setup connections between a measurement point and measurement devices. 

Control signals on the test tape automatically program the measurement 

devices to the proper scales and set the stimuli to the required voltage. A 

measurement command then will cause a measurement at the UUT test 

points. This measurement is transferred to the computer and compared 

against predetermined measurement criteria, which are also part of the test 

information. If the measurement is within the limits specified for that test 

the computer will instruct the system to seek the next test in the go-chain 

sequence. If the measurement is beyond the specified limits the computer 
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will instruct the system to either half and print that the UUT is defected. 

The basic requirements for configuring an ATS are as follows [1]: 

1. A computer or controller to guide the testing process as well as 

interpreting and evaluating test results. 

2. Stimulus devices such as power supplies, signal generators or pulse 

generators that can be automatically programmed to provide the 

required amplitudes, pulse widths, frequencies, and other inputs 

required to perform testing. 

3. Measurement devices that can be programmed for the required 

ranges and scales needed to carry out testing. 

4. A switching device to interconnect (under program control) the UUT 

to the proper stimulus and measurement devices. 

5. Peripheral devices such as printers and displays to provide a man-

machine interface to the degree required for the user. 

6. Computer programs to direct the testing operations. 

A missile test bench is developed according to some of the above 

requirements. The test operations performed by the test bench simulation, 

execute second level test on the missile. This level of the test operation is 

based on the functional test technique. Therefore, the test bench is 

simulated to verify that the missile under test behaves as required by 

determining whether it executes its tasks properly or not. Also simulating 

this test bench is computerized by using simulink, xPC-target, command 

window, and graphical user interfaces (GUI) in MATLAB package 

(ver.6.5). 
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1.2    Functional Test Technique: 

         Functional test technique is one of the most important techniques  

used to test the digital systems. It decides that the operation of the digital 

system is free of error or not when its output function validate with its 

functional specification. Two points should be considered for this type of 

testing [2]: 

1. A full details functional description for the UUT must be defined to 

provide required information about the UUT operation and required 

function. 

2. A full details about the fault model must be defined for the UUT. 

Functional test technique reduces test complexity of the system that 

consists of any number of gates by knowing the functional 

description of this system, this is made by using the primary 

functional component to describe the overall behavior of the 

system. Functional test generation is performed before functional 

testing. The functional tester deals with the unit under test UUT as 

"black box". It provides stimulus into the inputs of this black box 

and measures the outputs. If the outputs are validate within their 

specification, then the tested system is acceptable, otherwise the 

system is unacceptable (i.e. rejected). The tester accesses the UUT 

through its normal edge connector or test access connector; hence, 

no special access fixtures are required. For large and complex 

equipment with limited accessibility to its internal components and 

nodes, functional testing technique approach seems to be 

appropriate and may be the only solution to the testing problem [2]. 

The test preformed in function-level description is called functional level 

testing. Functional level testing uses a representation of a digital system 

higher than gate-level testing and hence are mostly implementation-
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independent. In general, the following points are included in testing at the 

functional level. 

1. Develop a fault model at the level described in the previous activity. 

The fault model must describe all or the majority of physical faults 

which may occur in the UUT. 

2. Develop a test generation algorithm to derive a set of functional test 

patterns. 

3. Evaluate the effectiveness of the generated functional testes by a 

fault simulator. 

4. Apply the test to the real system.      

       In functional-level testing, functional faults with respect to the 

functional specification are tested instead of a logic gate or 

interconnections among gates in gate-level testing the test based on the 

ways, which is used to test the circuits as a structural technique as was 

explained previously. These manners need a time to complete the testing, 

because it depends on checking all paths of each circuit and performing 

truth table for each test phase. The path of the signal in the circuit to detect 

the fault in the circuit. This time will become larger when the circuit 

becomes more complex [2]. 

       In functional-level, testing will ignore the construction of the circuit 

depending on the function of the circuit. This function can be known from 

the designer or from the circuit manual. This technique can reduce the time 

of the testing by only checking the output function of the primary output of 

the circuit. To minimize the area of the fault in the circuit there are two 

mechanisms which can be applied. The first one is start-small method, this 

method tests only a small portion of hardware and then uses the tested part 

to detect faults in other parts. Each additional test adds a small portion of 

hardware to the previously tested parts until all are tested. This method 

requires an ordering among the set of instructions used for testing. The 
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second one is start-big method, this method starts with the verification of 

the whole system to determine whether any subsystem is faulty and 

proceeds to sequentially narrow down the region in which fault tends to 

occur. The start-big method is most useful for reliability analysis and time 

[3].    

 

1.3     Literature Survey: 

         A brief review concerning missile testing and microprocessor-based 

testers for commercial systems are presented in the following: 

- D.B. Dobsen & L. L. Wolff, (1960) [4], described an ATE system named 

"digital evaluation equipment" (DEE), that checks the electronic 

subassemblies of the Hawk, Nike family and Lacrosse missiles types. It 

checks the unit under test UUT via simple test; such as determining 

impedance between connector pins, and more complicated tests; such as 

application of stimuli to the UUT and evaluation of the output responses. 

The test program is punched on paper tape, then processed through the tape 

reader to perform the testing program. The application of the stimuli to the 

UUT is performed by the stimulus generators. The output responses are 

measured and compared in the comparator unit and then the test printer 

prints out the results. This system represents the early attempts to replace 

the manual test system in automatic test equipment. 

- A. A. Hamid Said (1985) [5], presented an 8085 microprocessor based 

automatic telephone tester suitable for testing push-button general-purpose 

microprocessor board. The software was written using 8085 assembly 

language. The tester performs several functional tests on the UUT, which 

include the sending sensitivity, receiving sensitivity, push-button test and 

voltage at the telephone terminal test. The testing results are displayed on a 

seven-segment display to indicate the pass or fault case. Some drawbacks 

can be noticed in this tester, they are: absence of the diagnostic capability, 
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the limitation of the μp-85/EV board facilities, and a considerable error due 

to tester system noise was observed. 

- P. S. Basu, B. S. Bhanumurthy, & D. Basu (1985)  [6], described the 

design and development of an 8085 microprocessor-based automatic test 

controller (ATC) for the batch-testing of on-board voicing units like pre-

amplifiers. For ATC, the IEEE-STD-488 bus was used a standard interface 

bus. Testing operation is extended to perform DC-linearity test for the two 

pre-amplifier circuits, simultaneously. The system provides a low cost 

method of automatically batch-testing electronic units. On the other hand, it 

is limited because redesigning of their switching circuits is required to 

agree  with other UTTs. 

- T. H. Ooi, K. T. Lau, & C. H. Lim (1990) [7], described a new computer-

aided videocassette recorder test (CAVCRT) station instead of μp-based 

test system. The station is used for functional testing of power supply and 

servo board before final assembly. It consists of a centralized data base 

unit, which is used for storing the test results, then processing and 

analyzing them. Controlling the inputs to the UUT and observing its 

response in order to check the UUT. The signals required by the UUT are 

generated by the test signal modules and the output signals from the test 

points are converted into a suitable form by signal conditioning modules. 

C-language was used to write the software for this tester. 

- Rhode & Schwarz Company (1998) [8], proposed the test work station 

system (TSAS), which is designed for complex analog/digital board tests. 

TSAS is able to employ most of the testing techniques (i.e. in-circuit, 

functional and combination testing), it comprises a test unit, a computer 

and the periphery. The test unit has (23) slots for accommodating stimulus 

and measurement modules. A connected adapter interface and a power 

supply for the UUT are supported. The measurement functions of the 

TSAS are determined by the modules inserted in the slots. A distributed 
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intelligence is achieved by integrating processors on the different modules 

and the computer. In analog test, the TSAS serves to check the functions of 

boards. It makes all standard signals and measuring options available via 

suitable stimulus and measurements modules such as: the digital multi-

meter module, the function generator module…. etc, while generating 

functional test programs is done when the operator uses the interactive test 

generation mode, (i.e. the system automatically generates programming 

commands that the operator can include in the test program), to set the 

modules and view measured values. The modular design is a typical feature 

of the TSAS, since the measurement modules of the TSAS are highly 

versatile and in contrast adapted to its needs, but the TSAS requires initial 

investment higher than that needed for the conventional low-cost testers. 

-F. A. Rasule (1999) [9], described the design and implementation of a 

functional test system . This system is intended to test the units of the 

guidance and control system in a guided missile. The possible faults are 

defined and functional fault models are derived for the different units of the 

missile, also efficient functional tests are generated to test these units in 

order to detect the defined faults. The tester is built around a personal 

computer and its intelligent interface. The intelligent interface is based on 

an INTEL-8085 microprocessor. Analysis of the test efficiency is in terms 

of testing time and fault coverage. 
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1.4  Aim of the Thesis: 

         The aim of this thesis is to develop a simulation for missile test bench 

using one of  the techniques of testing complex systems, that is a 

functional test technique which deals with the circuit as a single unit and 

checks its behavior without checking the operation of entire components of 

that vehicle. Many parts are  introduced in order to assign the performance 

of  the test operation, these are: 

1. The test parameters: thirty two parameters are described in details 

with nominal values which represent the full second level test 

operation of the missile.  

2. Input-output pins: input-output pins are described for all units of 

the  missile. The transfer data between missile and the PC are 

transferred through these pins.  

3. Simulation process: The test bench of the missile is simulated by 

using MATLAB package version (6.5) with aid the simulink, xPC 

target and GUI which represent the software product of this 

package. 

  

1.5 Layout of the Thesis : 

         This thesis is organized as follows: 

- Chapter two explains  briefly  the ways  used to test the sequential and 

combinational circuits, gives a brief description of the typical components 

that compose a data acquisition system, describes the software that was 

used to control the operation of the working system testing, and finally 

explains the xPC target and GUI techniques which are used to simulate the 

test bench for missile. 

- Chapter three presents a functional description for each unit of the missile 

system under test, the test requirements of each unit, and input-output pins 

for each unit. This chapter also describes in details the missile test bench 
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for simulated hardware and its design. All the hardware simulation has 

been developed to perform automatic test operation according to the 

missile functional description. Finally, this chapter describes the algorithm 

of the test program design of missile.   

- Chapter four  describes the simulation process for the test bench 

development of missile by using the xPC Target and GUI in the MATLAB 

package (ver. 6.5). Also, this chapter shows the results of the simulation 

process and discussion of these results.   

- Chapter five  contains the conclusions of the work presented in this thesis 

together with suggestion for future works. 
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2.1   Introduction:  

        Despite substantial success in improving circuit reliability in recent 

years, there is a growing interest in techniques for detecting and locating 

failures in digital circuits. The reasons for the increased emphasis on 

diagnostics center around the lack of test points in a large scale integration 

(LSI) circuits, the need for efficient test procedures in the face of increasing 

network complexity, and the increased need for complete testing of 

electronic equipment [10]. This chapter describes the structural and 

functional test techniques and the data acquisition system, also this chapter 

provides some  insight into the program preparation process and the 

relationship of the test language to that process, and xPC target and GUI  

techniques. 

        

2.2   Testing Techniques:          

         Test generation for digital system can be performed by many 

techniques. Each technique has its specific features. There are two basic 

techniques to test digital systems [10]: 

 Structural test technique. 

 Functional test technique. 

       Tests based on structural considerations are designed to assure that the 

individual hardware constituents of a unit are operating correctly. Thus, a 

"structure test" assures that for example: every AND gate gives an output 

of 1 if and only if all of its inputs have a logic value 1; that every flip-flop 

can be properly set, reset, or toggled (as appropriate); that clock signals 

occur at the proper time; that parity checks are correct; and so forth. 

Typically, functional tests start by verifying that a small portion of the 

system (called the hard-core) is operating correctly and then progress 

outward through the circuits that perform the remaining of operations. The 

difficulty with these tests is that they generally are written without close 
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examination of the hardware details because the programmer usually 

cannot be burdened with circuit details. 

       In functional testing technique, the aim is to verify that the unit under 

test behaves as required, by determining whether it executes its tasks 

properly. Thus, a functional test verifies that a counter increments (or 

decrements) correctly; that memory locations can be read from and written 

into; that transfer of control occurs under the proper conditions [2].  

 

2.2.1  Test Generation for Combinational Logic Circuits: 

         There are several methods available for deriving tests for 

combinational circuits. All these methods are based on the assumption that 

only a single stuck-at fault is present at any time, these are: 

 One-Dimensional Path Sensitization Method: The basic principle 

involved in "path sensitizing" is to choose some path from the origin 

of the failure to the circuit output. The path is said to be "sensitized" 

if the inputs to the gates along the path are assigned values so as to 

propagate the fault along the chosen path to the output [11].  

 

 Boolean Difference Method: The basic principle of the Boolean 

difference is to derive two Boolean expressions; one of them 

represents normal fault-free behavior of the circuit, and the other 

represents the logical behavior under an assumed single stuck-at-1 or 

stuck-at-0 fault condition. These two expressions are then exclusive-

ORed; so that if the result is 1 a fault is detected [10]. 

 

2.2.2  Test Generation For Sequential Logic Circuits: 

         The behavior of a sequential circuit depends not only on the present 

values of the inputs but also on the set of past inputs [9]. The most 

important manner finding tests for sequential circuits by converting a given 
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synchronous sequential circuit into a one-dimensional array of identical 

combinational circuits. Most techniques for generating tests for 

combinational circuits can then be applied [11].  

 

2.3   Data Acquisition system: 

         Today, most scientists and engineers are using personal computers 

with ISA, EISA, PCI, PCMCIA, Macintosh NuBus, or parallel or serial 

ports for data acquisition in laboratory researches, test and measurement, 

and industrial automation. Many applications use plug-in boards to acquire 

data and transfer it directly to computer memory. Others use DAQ 

hardware remote from the PC that is coupled via parallel or serial port [12].  

       The data acquisition system is a collection of software and hardware 

that connects to the physical world. A data acquisition system consists of 

the following components: 

1. Data acquisition hardware: At the heart of any data acquisition 

system lies the data acquisition hardware. The main function of this 

hardware is to convert analog signals to digital signals, and to 

convert digital signals to analog signals. 

2. Sensors and actuators (transducers): Sensors and actuators can both 

be transducers. A transducer is a device that converts input energy of 

one form into output energy of another form. For example, a 

microphone is a sensor that converts sound energy (in the form of 

pressure) into electrical energy, while a loudspeaker is an actuator 

that converts electrical energy into sound energy. 

3. Signal conditioning hardware: Sensor signals are often incompatible 

with data acquisition hardware. To overcome this incompatibility, 

the signal must be conditioned. For example, you might need to 

condition an input signal by amplifying it or by removing unwanted 
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frequency components. Output signals might need conditioning as 

well. 

4. The PC computer: It provides a processor to process the collected 

data and performs some decisions, a system clock, a bus to transfer 

data, and memory and disk space to store data. 

5. Software: Data acquisition software allows to exchange information 

between the computer and the hardware. For example, typical 

software allows to configure the sampling rate of the board, and 

acquire a predefined amount of data. 

The data acquisition components, and their relationship to each other, are 

shown in figure (2.1). The figure depicts the two important features of a 

data acquisition system. First, signals are converted into bits that a PC can 

read, and analyzed to extract meaningful information. Second, data from a 

computer is converted into an analog signal. 

 

2.3.1   Data Acquisition Hardware: 

          Data acquisition hardware is either internal and installed directly into 

an expansion slot inside the computer, or external and connected to the 

computer through an external cable. At the simplest level, data acquisition 

hardware is characterized by the subsystems it possesses. A subsystem is a 

component of the data acquisition hardware that performs a specialized 

task. Common subsystems include [12]: 

 Analog Input (AI) Subsystems: Analog input subsystems convert 

real-world analog input signals from a sensor into bits that can be 

read by the computer. Perhaps the most important of all the 

subsystems commonly available, they are typically multi-channel 

devices offering 12 or 16 bits of resolution. Analog input subsystems 

are also referred to as AI subsystems, A/D converters, or ADCs. The  
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function of the analog input subsystem is to sample and quantize the 

analog signal using one or more channels. The channel is a path 

through which the sensor signal travels. Typical analog input 

subsystems have eight or 16 input channels. After data is sampled 

and quantized, it must be transferred to system memory. Analog 

signals are continuous in time and in amplitude (within predefined 

limits). Sampling takes a “snapshot” of the signal at discrete times, 

while quantization divides the voltage (or current) value into discrete 

amplitudes.  

 Analog Output (AO) Subsystems: Analog output subsystems 

convert digital data stored on the computer to a real-world analog 

signal. These subsystems perform the inverse conversion of the 

analog input subsystems. Typical acquisition boards offer two output 

channels with 12 bits of resolution, with special hardware available 

to support multiple channel analog output operations. Analog output 

subsystems are also referred to as AO subsystems, D/A converters, 

or DACs. 

 Digital Input/Output (DIO) Subsystems: DIO subsystems are 

designed to input and output digital values (logic levels) to and from 

hardware. These values are typically handled either as single bits or 

lines, or as a port, which typically consists of eight lines. While most 

popular data acquisition cards include some digital I/O capability, it 

is usually limited to simple operations, and special dedicated 

hardware is often necessary for performing advanced digital I/O 

operations. 

 Counter/Timer Subsystems: Counter/timer (C/T) subsystems are 

used for event counting, frequency and period measurement, and 

pulse train generation.  
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2.3.2   The PC Computer: 

         The PC computer provides a processor, a system clock, a bus to 

transfer data, and memory and disk space to store data. The processor 

controls how fast data is accepted by the converter. The system clock 

provides time information about the acquired data. Knowing that you 

recorded a sensor reading is generally not enough. Also, need to know 

when that measurement occurred. Data is transferred from the hardware to 

system memory via direct memory access (DMA) or interrupts. DMA is 

hardware controlled and therefore extremely fast. Interrupts might be slow 

because of the latency time between when a board requests interrupt 

servicing and when the computer responds. The maximum acquisition rate 

is also determined by the computer’s bus architecture [12]. 

 

2.3.3   Software: 

         Regardless of the hardware which are using, the information must 

send to the hardware and received from it. The configuration information 

which send to the hardware such as the sampling rate, and receive 

information from the hardware such as data, status messages, and error 

messages. The hardware is supplied with information so that to  integrate it 

with other hardware and with computer resources. This information 

exchange is accomplished with software. There are two kinds of software 

[12]: 

 Driver Software: For data acquisition device, there is an associated 

driver software that must be used. Driver software allows to access 

and control the capabilities of the hardware. Among other things, 

basic driver software allows to: 

1. Bring data on and get data off of the board. 

2. Control the rate at which data is acquired. 
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3. Integrate the data acquisition hardware with computer resources such 

as processor interrupts, DMA, and memory. 

4. Integrate the data acquisition hardware with signal conditioning 

hardware. 

5. Access multiple subsystems on a given data acquisition board. 

6. Access multiple data acquisition boards. 

 Application Software: Application software provides a convenient 

front end to the driver software. Basic application software allows to: 

1. Report relevant information such as the number of samples acquired 

2. Generate events. 

3. Manage the data stored in computer memory. 

4. Condition a signal. 

5. Plot acquired data. 

With some application, software can be also perform analysis on the          

data. 

 

  :Test Bench Software    42. 

        Just as in other computer applications, automatic test technologists 

have concluded that a problem-oriented language is required to enable 

users to prepare test programs without having to spend several years as a 

programming apprentice. Since the test language is used throughout the 

process of test program preparation, many people have concluded that a 

good test language is the key to good economical program preparation [13].  

 

2.5    Computerized Test Bench: 

        The computer is one of the most important devices to be used in 

automatic test bench, in order to obtain high processing speed and accuracy 

in the testing results. The computer can perform two types of basic function 

[14]: 
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1. The control function: The computer can perform the control function 

by means of programs stored in its memory because most units in the 

missile test bench work under the control of the computer in order to 

perform its tasks in correct manner. 

2. The processing function: The process function is performed by 

means of the central processor of the computer [13], the computer is 

responsible about many processes, these are:  

 Transmitting orders to the missile. 

 Reading data from the missile. 

 Comparing the data that was read with the actual stored data. 

 Providing the user with a massage about the fault in the flying   

vehicle if it is found. 

Each of these functions is responsible for performing specific tasks in the 

missile test bench. To make use of these capabilities, however, two other 

elements are required [13]: 

 Hardware: to be used as an interface between the missile and the 

central computer. 

 Software: to control the operation of the hardware. 

 

2.6    Automatic Test Programming: 

        The task of preparing an automatic test system program can be divided 

into five major tasks [15]: 

1. Analysis and program design: This is the heart of the automatic 

test system program generation phase in which the program design 

procedure begins with UUT specification (input signals, output 

signals, shape of each signal and the signal’s voltage level). This test 

specification is describing the unit under test operation, 

characteristics and tolerances. The automatic test system 
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programmer must take the available documentation and with good 

engineering judgment and analysis, forming this data into an 

automatic test system program. The generation of automatic test 

system program involves analysis of the UUT failure models in order 

to establish the manner in which UUT failures manifest themselves. 

The automatic test system program involves selecting the 

performance and diagnostic tests as well as the test limits. 

2. Interface/Adapter design: The interface is used to resolve 

compatibility problems. All multipurpose automatic test system 

utilize some sort of general-purpose interface to adapt the UUT with 

automatic test system and increases the automatic test system 

capabilities. The use of interface adapters is so widespread that they 

are often considered as a part of the automatic test system, but 

actually the interface design is as much a part of the software 

preparation process as the test program itself. 

3. Program implementation: Program consists of the process of 

converting a completed UUT algorithm into a high level language 

coded program ready for validation on the automatic test system. 

Program implementation begins with transformation of the test 

requirement for each unit to the algorithm and then transforms the 

algorithm to high-level programming code. 

4. Validation: The validation process involves exercising the UUT on 

the automatic test system under control of the testing program. This 

is the only means for conclusively proving that the program set is 

ready for field use. This process includes the inserting of faults into 

the UUT to verify that the diagnostic portion of the program 

functions properly. 
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5. Documentation and demonstration: The final step in the program 

preparation process is demonstration. At this time the test program is 

capable to meet system hardware requirement, and functions as an 

integrated set. It is also the time at which the documentation 

prepared to support the test program, including listings, flow charts 

test plans specification, are verified against the final product. 

 

2.7    Language of Programming: 

         Language of programming represents one of the most important 

points in the test system program because it represents a vehicle for the 

user to program the problem. To be effective, the source language must not 

only be natural to the user, but it must be oriented to the problem to be 

programmed. In other word, it must have all the statement required to 

define the problem explicitly enough to be processed by the computer. 

Thus the term problem-oriented language has emerged [13]. How well 

suited a language can be both the ability of the user to orient his thinking to 

the step-by-step logic of the computers and the facility provided in the 

translating software to re-orient the source language in favor of computer. 

Therefore, good programming language is the key to good economical 

program preparation. For this reason the C/C++ programming languages 

are used because they have all the needed characteristics. C/C++ 

programming language is a high level language that has many 

characteristics which makes it a useful language to be used for 

implementing the problem. The main characteristics of C/C++ 

programming languages are [16]: 

1. Ease to deals with the hardware. 

2. c/c++ languages are structural languages. 
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3. High speeds command processing. 

4. Easy to understand. 

5. Easy to develop the program in the future. 

 

2.8   xPC Target [17]: 

       The xPC Target is a solution for prototyping, testing, and deploying 

real-time systems using standard PC hardware. It is an environment that 

uses a target PC, separate from a host PC, for running real-time 

applications. Desktop computer is used as a host PC with MATLAB and 

Simulink to create a model using Simulink blocks. After creating the 

model, simulations can be run in offline time. 

       xPC Target lets to add I/O blocks to the model, and then use the host 

PC with Real-Time Workshop and a C/C++ compiler to create executable 

code. The executable code is downloaded from the host PC to the target PC 

running the xPC Target real-time kernel. After downloading the executable 

code, can be run and test the target application in real time. The xPC Target 

required the following requirements: 

 Special hardware requirements.  

 Special software requirements. 

 xPC Target Embedded Option requirements. 

 

2.8.1  Required Products of xPC Target: 

         xPC Target is a PC-compatible product that install on a host computer 

running a Microsoft Windows operating system. xPC Target requires the 

following products from The Math Works: 

1. MATLAB: Control and interact with the xPC Target software 

environment and target application using a command-line interface.             

MATLAB provides a command-line interface for xPC Target. With 

xPC 
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Target, have full control of the target computer and target application 

using xPC Target functions and the command-line interface or M-file 

scripts. The xPC Target functions used for: 

 Real-time application control: Download, start, and stop the target 

application. 

 Signal acquisition and analysis: Save signal data while the target 

application is running and analyze the data after the application has 

completed running, or display signal data while the target application 

is running in real time. 

 Parameter tuning: Change parameters while the target application 

is running in real time. 

     

2. Simulink: Modeling dynamic physical systems and controllers can 

be achieved by using block diagrams. Simulink provides an 

environment to model of the dynamic physical system and controller 

as a block diagram. The block diagram is created by using a mouse 

to connect blocks and a keyboard to edit block parameters. xPC 

Target can be used with most Simulink blocks including discrete-

time and continuous-time systems. When using a continuous-time 

system  and generate code with Real-Time Workshop, a fixed-step 

integration algorithm must be used. With xPC Target, the model of 

the physical system can be replaced with I/O driver blocks connected 

to the actual physical system, or replacing the model of the controller 

with the actual controller. The xPC Target I/O library supports more 

than 400 driver blocks. 

3. Real-Time Workshop: It provides the utilities to convert the 

Simulink models into C code and then with a third-party C/C++ 

compiler, compile  the  code into a  real-time  executable. Features of  
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Real-Time Workshop include support for multi-rate systems, as well 

as loop-rolling and S-function inlining, which allow to optimize the 

code for size and efficiency. With xPC Target, can be build and 

download the target application to the target computer using the 

build command in Real-Time Workshop. 

4. C Compiler: Use a third-party C compiler and Real-Time Workshop 

to build a target application. The C compiler creates executable code 

from the C code generated from Real-Time Workshop and the C-

code S-functions you have created. xPC Target uses this executable 

code to create an executable image (target application) that runs with 

the xPC Target kernel on the target computer. Real-Time Workshop 

and xPC Target support the following C compilers: 

 Microsoft Visual C/C++: The xPC Target requires Microsoft Visual 

Studio C/C++ Version 5.0, 6.0, or 7.0. If going to use the xPC Target 

Embedded Option with the COM API, Visual C/C++ needed to used 

to build the target application and create the model-specific COM 

library. 

 Watcom C/C++: The xPC Target requires Watcom C/C++ Version 

10.6 or 11.0. 

5. xPC Target Embedded Option: Deploy stand-alone target 

applications and custom GUI applications that communicate with the 

target application. The xPC Target Embedded Option is a separate 

product that requires an additional license from the Math Works. 

With this additional license, can be deploy an unlimited number of 

real-time applications for stand-alone operation. This option allows 

to: 

 Boot the target PC from an alternate device other than a floppy disk 

drive such as a hard disk drive or flash memory. 
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 Create stand-alone applications for the target PC independent from 

the host PC that can boot from a floppy drive or an alternate device. 

 Create stand-alone GUI applications running on the host PC to 

control, change parameters, and acquire signal data from a target 

application. 

 

2.8.2   Hardware Environment of xPC Target:  

         The hardware environment consists of a host computer, target 

computer, I/O boards in the target computer, and a serial or network 

connection between the host and target computers. Knowing the different 

types of computers and I/O supported by xPC Target will help to setup a 

development environment that meets the needs. This environment  includes 

the following parts: 

1. Host PC: Any PC can be used to runs a Microsoft Windows 

platform supported by The Math Works as the host PC. Also, it must 

contain a 3.5-inch floppy disk drive, and a free serial port or an 

Ethernet adapter card. The host PC can be one of the following: 

 Desktop PC 

 Notebook PC 

For more details on the requirements of the host PC, see appendix A.  

2. Target PC: Any PC can be used virtually with an Intel 

386/486/Pentium or AMD K5/K6/Athlon processor as the target 

computer. Also, it must contain a 3.5 inch floppy disk drive, and a 

free serial port or an Ethernet adapter card. Using the xPC Target 

Embedded Option, can be transfer files from the 3.5 inch disk to a 

hard disk or flash memory. The target PC can be one of the 

following: 
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 Desktop PC: This computer is booted from a special target boot disk 

created by xPC Target. When booting the target PC from the target 

boot disk, xPC Target uses the resources on the target PC (CPU, 

RAM, and serial port or network adapter) without changing the files 

already stored on the hard drive. After this is  done, use the desktop 

computer as a target PC, the computer can be reboot without the 

target boot disk, and resume normal use of the desktop computer. 

 Industrial PC: This computer is booted from a special target boot 

disk, or with the xPC Target Embedded Option, booted from a hard 

disk or flash memory. When using an industrial target PC, can be 

select PC104, PC104+, Compact PCI, or single-board computer 

(SBC) hardware. 

        For more details on the requirements of the target PC, see appendix B. 

3. Host-Target Connection: xPC Target supports two connection-and-

communication protocols between the host PC and the target PC: 

serial and network. 

 Serial: The host and target computers are connected directly together 

with a serial cable using their RS232 ports. This cable is wired as a 

null modem link that can be up to 5 meters long and with a transfer 

rate between 1200 and 115200 Baud. We provide a null modem 

cable with the xPC Target software. 

 Network: The host and target computers are connected through a 

network. The network can be a LAN, the Internet, or a direct 

connection using a cross-over Ethernet cable. Both the host and 

target computers are connected to the network with Ethernet adapter 

cards using the TCP/IP protocol for communication. When using a 

network connection, the target PC can use the Ethernet adapter card 

provided with xPC Target or one of the supported cards. The data 

transfer rate can be 10 megabits/second or 100 megabits/second.   
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4. I/O Driver Support: xPC Target supports a wide range of I/O 

boards. The list of the supported I/O boards include ISA, PCI, 

PC/104, PC/104+, and Compact PCI hardware. The drivers are 

represented by Simulink blocks. The interaction with the drivers is 

through these Simulink blocks and the parameter dialog boxes. I/O 

boards plug into the target PC expansion bus, PC104 stack, or 

industrial PC chassis. xPC Target supports the following I/O 

functions: 

 ADC and DAC: Interface sensors and actuators to the target 

application. 

 Digital input and output: Interface to switches, on/off devices, and 

communicate information in parallel. 

 RS232 support: Use the COM1 or COM2 ports for serial 

communication with external devices.  

 CAN support: CAN-AC2, CAN-AC2-PCI, and CAN-AC2-104 

boards from Softing GmbH AG can be used with xPC Target CAN 

drivers to interface with a CAN fieldbus network. This interface 

provides communication through a CAN network between target 

applications and remote sensors and actuators. 

 GPIB support: Special RS232 drivers support communication with 

a GPIB control module from National Instruments to external 

devices with a GPIB connector.  

 UDP support: Communicate with another system using the standard 

UDP/IP network protocol.  

 Counter-Timers: Use the counter-timer blocks for measuring pulse 

and frequency with modulation applications. 

 Watchdog: Monitor an interrupt or memory location, and reset the 

computer if an application does not respond.  
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 Incremental encoder: Change motion into numerical information 

for determining position, direction of rotation, and velocity. 

 Shared memory: Use shared memory blocks with multiprocessing 

applications. 

 

2.8.3   Software Environment of xPC Target: 

         The software environment is a place to design, build, and test a target 

application in nonreal time and real time. It also includes communication 

between the host and target computers. This environment includes the 

following parts: 

1. Host-Target Communication: Whether using a serial connection 

(RS232) or using a network connection (TCP/IP), information is 

exchanged between the host PC and target PC. This information 

includes: 

 Target application: Download a target application from the host to 

the target computer. 

 Control: Change properties and control the target application. This 

includes starting and stopping the target application, changing 

sample and stop times, and getting information about the      

performance of the target application and CPU. 

 Signal data: Upload signal data from the host computer for analysis 

after the target application is finished running, or view signal data 

during the run. 

 Parameter values: Download parameter values to the target 

computer between runs or during a run. 

2. Rapid Prototyping Process: Design and build a target application 

on a host PC, and then run and test the target application on a target 

PC. xPC Target functions include interactive control of the target 
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application, acquisition of signal data, and tuning of parameters 

while running in real time. 

3. xPC Target Embedded Option: Often, control system and digital 

signal processing applications are developed for use in production 

where a limited number of deployed systems are required. Whether 

deploying one or one hundred systems, the xPC Target Embedded 

Option provides a convenient approach that allows to implement the 

system on low cost PC hardware. When having completed 

development and testing, the target application can be used as a real-

time system that runs on a dedicated target PC without the need to 

connect to the host computer. 

The xPC Target Embedded Option consists of two modes of operation: 

 DOS Loader Mode: Run the kernel from a device other than the 

floppy disk such as a hard disk or flash disk, and download the target 

application from the host PC. 

 (DOS Loader)/Stand Alone Mode: Run both the kernel and the 

target application from the floppy disk on the target PC, or optionally 

boot from a device other than the floppy disk. The target application 

runs completely independent from the host PC.  

2 

2.9    Graphical User Interface (GUI) [18]: 

          A GUI is a user interface built with graphical objects, the 

components of the GUI; such as buttons, text fields, sliders, and menus. If 

the GUI is designed well-designed, it should be intuitively obvious to the 

user how its components function. 

       By providing an interface between the user and the application’s 

underlying code, GUIs enable the user to operate the application without 

knowing that the commands would be required by a command line 
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interface. For this reason, applications that provide GUIs are easier to learn 

and use than those that are run from the command line. 

         MATLAB implements GUIs as figure windows containing various un 

control objects. Each object must be program to perform the action which 

intend it to do when a user activates the component. In addition, that must 

be able to save and run this GUI. Creating a GUI involves two basic tasks: 

      • Laying out the GUI components. 

      • Programming the GUI components. 
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3.1    Introduction: 

         This chapter presents functional description for each unit of the 

missile system under test, and test requirements of each unit. Since the 

missile system consists of a complex of interconnected units and equipment 

of different design, construction and functions, functional test generation is 

carried out for each unit individually and a test algorithm to utilize the 

derived test procedures to test the developed complete missile. Also, this 

chapter describes in details the missile test bench simulation hardware and 

its development. All the simulation hardware has been developed to 

perform automatic test operation according to the missile functional 

description. Finally, this chapter describes in details the input-output pins 

for each units in missile and presents the algorithms of the test program 

checks for vehicle.   

   

3.2. Description of the Missile Under Test: 

      The missile consists of three systems: the control system, the guidance 

system, and the power supply system, as shown in figure (3.1). The 

complete testing method for missile is represented by (32) checks. 

Appendix B, shows these checks as providing from original company. 

These checks are divided according to each unit of the missile as follows:  

1. The control system consists of (24) checks that should be tested to 

check the full operation of this system. 

2. The guidance system consists of (4) checks that should be tested to 

check the full operation of this system. 

3. Finally the power supply system consists (4) checks that should be 

tested to ensure feeding the missile by the different voltages and 

frequency. 

the nominal value for each number of check in voltage level with tolerance 

values are known and shown in table (3.1).  
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Table (3.1) Nominal and Tolerance Values in Voltage Level for all the     

                                             Checks.  
 

Name of the Check 
Nominal 

value (v) 

Tolerance 

Value (v) 

1. The zero position of fin for the first channel 0 ±0.62 

2. The zero position of fin for the second 

channel 

0 ±0.62 

3. The zero position of fin for the third channel 0 ±0.62 

4. The zero position of fin for the fourth channel 0 ±0.62 

5. The parameter tzeroing 0.5  ±0.06  

6. The zero error stabilization for the first 

channel 

4.38 ±3.88 

7. The zero error stabilization for the second 

channel 

-4.38 ±3.88 

8. The zero error stabilization for the third 

channel 

0 ±3.62 

9. The parameter pre-deflection 8.34 ±1.67 

10. The parameter left pre-deflection -8.34 ±1.67 

11. The parameter  (Kγ) -8.76 ±1.5 

12. The parameter  (K  ) 4.94 ±0.85 

13. The parameter  (KnI) -3.68 ±0.64 

14. The parameter  (KnII) -3.68 ±0.64 

15. The parameter  (KϋI) -12.28 ±2.12 

16. The parameter  (KϋII) -12.28 ±2.12 

17. The parameter G-load control signal 

limitation for the first channel (positive No 

operation) 

-0.8 ≥-0.8 

18. The parameter G-load control signal 

limitation for the first channel (positive 

operation) 

-0.5 ≤-0.5 
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19. The parameter G-load control signal 

limitation for the first channel (negative No 

operation) 

0.8 ≥0.8 

20. The parameter G-load control signal 

limitation for the first channel (negative 

operation) 

0.5 ≤0.5 

21. The parameter G-load control signal 

limitation for the second channel (positive No 

operation) 

-0.8 ≥-0.8 

22. The parameter G-load control signal 

limitation for the second channel (positive 

operation) 

-0.5 ≤-0.5 

23. The parameter G-load control signal 

limitation for the second channel (negative No 

operation) 

0.8 ≥0.8 

24. The parameter G-load control signal 

limitation for the second channel (negative 

operation) 

0.5 ≤0.5 

25. The initial guidance error for the first channel 1.87 ±5.61 

26. The initial guidance error for the second 

channel 

-1.87 ±5.61 

27. The parameter of guidance (KyI) 8.68 ±1.3 

28. The parameter of guidance (KyII) -8.68 ±1.3 

29. The operation of turbo generator 27 ± 0.5 

30. The voltage of turbo generator 8 ±0.44 

31. The frequency of turbo generator -5 ±5 

32. The parameter (27v) from turbo generator 27 ±2.7 
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         The I/O pins of the missile consists of (78) pins, divided into (36) 

input pins and (42) output pins. These pins are distributed  according to the 

missile systems, where the control system consist of (20) input pins and 

(32) output pins, the guidance system consist of (11) input pins and (7) 

output pins, and the power supply system consist of (5) input pins and (3) 

output pins. 

 

3.3. The control system:   

       The control system is the main part of the missile that consists of many 

units: servomechanism unit, autopilot unit, and gyroscope unit. The testing 

of these units is represented by (24) checks that describe the full operation 

of these units. These parameters with nominal values can be summarized 

as: 

(a) The servomechanism unit: It consists of the following checks: 

1. The Zero position of fin for the first channel which has nominal 

value equal to zero degree (0º) with tolerance value (± 1.5º). 

2. The Zero position of fin for the second channel which has nominal 

value equal to zero degree (0º) with tolerance value (± 1.5º). 

3. The Zero position of fin for the third channel which has nominal 

value equal to zero degree (0º) with tolerance value (± 1.5º). 

4. The Zero position of fin for the forth channel which has nominal 

value equal to zero degree (0º) with tolerance value (± 1.5º). 

5. The parameter tzeroing which has nominal value equal to (0.5 sec) with 

tolerance value (± 0.06 sec). 

The servomechanism unit consists of (10) pins, divided into (4) input pins 

and (6) output pins. Figure (3.2) shows and defines each of these pins. 
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(b) The gyroscope unit: It consists of the following checks: 

1. The zero error stabilization for the first channel which has      

 nominal value equal to (- 0.7 G-load) with tolerance value (±0.62 G-

load). 

2. The zero error stabilization for the second channel which has                

 nominal value equal to (0.7 G-load) with tolerance value (±0.62 G-

load). 

3. The zero error stabilization for the third channel which has      

 nominal value equal to (0 G-load) with tolerance value (±6.2 G-     

 load). 

4. The parameter pre-deflection which has nominal value (10º)     

with tolerance value (±2º). 

5. The parameter left pre-deflection which has nominal value (10º)     

with tolerance value (±2º). 

The gyroscope unit consists of (9) pins, divided into (5) input pins and (4) 

output pins. Figure (3.3) shows and defines each of these pins. 

(c) The autopilot unit: It consists of the following checks: 

1. The parameter (Kγ) which have nominal value equal to (0.35 rudder 

deflection/ roll) with tolerance value (±0.06 rudder deflection/roll). 

2. The parameter (K ) which has nominal value equal to (0.035 rudder 

deflection/ acceleration) with tolerance value (±0.006 rudder 

deflection/ acceleration). 

3. The parameter (KnΙ) which has nominal value equal to (30 rudder   

 deflection/G-load) with tolerance value (± 5.2 rudder deflection/G-  

 load). 

4. The parameter (KnΙΙ) which has nominal value equal to (30 rudder   

deflection/G-load) with tolerance value (± 5.2 rudder deflection/G-

load). 
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5. The parameter (KϋΙ) which has nominal value equal to (1.1 rudder   

deflection/acceleration) with tolerance value (±0.19 rudder   

deflection/ acceleration). 

6. The parameter (KϋΙΙ) which has nominal value equal to (1.1 rudder 

deflection/ acceleration) with tolerance value (± 0.19 rudder   

deflection/acceleration). 

7. The parameter G-load control signal limitation for the first channel    

(No operation +) which has nominal value greater than or equal to    

(-0.8 v).   

8. The parameter G-load control signal limitation for the first channel   

( operation + ) which has nominal value less than or  equal  to  (-

0.5v). 

9. The parameter G-load control signal limitation for the first channel  

(No operation -) which has nominal value greater than or equal to  

(0.8 v). 

10.  The parameter G-load control signal limitation for the first channel  

 ( operation - ) which has nominal value less than or  equal to     

 (0.5 v). 

11.  The parameter G-load control signal limitation for the second   

 channel (No operation +) which has  nominal value greater than   

 or equal to (-0.8 v). 

12.  The parameter G-load control signal limitation for the second    

 channel (operation +) which has nominal value less than or equal  

 to (-0.5 v). 

13.  The parameter G-load control signal limitation for the second   

 channel (No operation -) which has nominal value greater than or     

 equal to (0.8 v). 
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14.  The parameter G-load control signal limitation for the second  

 channel (operation -) which has nominal value less than or equal   

 to (0.5 v). 

The autopilot unit consists of (33) pins, divided into (11) input pins and 

(22) output pins. Figure (3.4) shows and defines each of these pins. 

 

 3.4. The Guidance System: 

         The guidance system is the other part of the missile that consists of 

two channels which  perform the full operation of this system. Also this 

system consists of many checks and the testing of these checks which 

represent  the testing method for this system. These checks with nominal 

values  can be summarized as: 

1. The initial guidance error for the first channel which has nominal; 

value equal to (-0.2 G-load) with tolerance value (±1.8 G-load). 

2. The initial guidance error for the second channel which has nominal; 

value equal to (0.2 G-load) with tolerance value (±1.8 G-load). 

3. The parameter of guidance (KyΙ) for the first channel which has 

nominal value equal to (8 G-load/acceleration) with tolerance value 

(±1.2 G-load/acceleration). 

4. The parameter of guidance (KyΙΙ) for the second channel which has 

nominal value equal to (8 G-load/acceleration) with tolerance value 

(±1.2 G-load/acceleration). 

The guidance unit consists of (18) pins, divided into (11) input pins and (7) 

output pins. Figure (3.5) shows and defines each of these pins. 

 

3.5. The Power Supply System: 

      The power supply system is the important part of the missile because  it  

provides  the  missile  with many voltages (27 v DC) and  (115 v, 36 v AC)   
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Figure (3.5) Input-output pins of guidance system
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and frequency (1000 Hz). These  voltages  and   frequency   are provided 

by turbo generator which is present in the missile. The checks that are 

tested to perform the testing method for this system with nominal values 

can be summarized as: 

1. The operation of the turbo generator which has nominal value (27v). 

2. The voltage of the turbo generator which has nominal value (115 v) 

with tolerance value (±6 v). 

3. The frequency of the turbo generator which has nominal value (1000 

Hz) with tolerance value (±50 Hz). 

4. The parameter turbo generator (27v) which has nominal value (27v) 

with tolerance value (±2.7v). 

The power supply unit consists of (8) pins, divided into (5) input pins and 

(3) output pins. Figure (3.6) shows and defines each of these pins. 

 

         

3.6   Missile Test Bench Development: 

         The missile test bench can be divided into four main units; the UUT 

or the missile unit, central computer with monitor, signal conditioning and 

multiplexing unit, and interface unit with  expansion kit unit and passive 

back plane card. 

       The hardware of the missile test bench consists of four main units, 

each unit responsible about performing specific tasks during test phase, 

these units are: 

1. Signal conditioning and multiplexing unit. 

2. Interface unit. 

3. Expansion kit unit. 

4. Passive back plane card. 

Figure (3.7) shows the block diagram of missile test bench. 
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3.6.1  Signal Conditioning and Multiplexing Unit [9]: 

         It is divided into three parts: 

1. The A/D and D/A conversion units: the first unit, ADC, is used to 

convert the analog signals from the UUT to digital form that is 

suitable to the interface unit.   

The second unit, DAC, is used to convert the test signals generated 

by the interface unit into analog signals suitable to the UUT. 

Appendix C, provides more details about circuit diagram of A/D and 

D/A converter units. 

2. The level converter circuits: the signals of the UUT are of the two 

types, the first type is a switching binary signal whose level is (0 v) 

or (+27 v), the second type is an analog signal which varies in the 

range of (+27 v) to (-27 v), and (115 v AC signal). Voltages level 

converters are used to convert the switching binary into digital level. 

They are also used to attenuate the analog signals so that their peaks 

do not exceed (±5 v) and to be appropriate for the ADC unit. 

3. The signal multiplexing circuit: this circuit is used to multiplex the 

signals of the missile or UUT into fewer lines. Signal selecting is 

effected by addresses generated by the microprocessor system 

according to the test software. 

The multiplexing circuit consists actually of two parts, which are: 

a. Digital multiplexer part based on the (74251), 8-to-1 line digital   

    multiplexer. 

b. Analog multiplexer part, which is capable of multiplexing (8)  

    analog channels into (1) channel. 
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3.6.2 Interfacing unit: 

         The interface unit is used as an interface between the main computer 

and the UUT to give the main computer the ability to recognize the signals 

coming from the missile and allow the missile to understand the orders 

coming from the main computer. Therefore, the interface unit works as a 

matching unit. 

     Interface unit is developed in a manner to be compatible with the 

personal computer (PC), in which interfacing with PC is generally 

accomplished through the I/O bus. Appendix C, provides more details 

about the PC bus line of the main computer.  

       In the design of the interface unit many digital electronic elements are 

used, these are: 

a. Address buffers. 

b. Data bus transceivers. 

c. Data latches.     

d. Logic devices. 

e. Programmable interval timers. 

f. Decoders. 

g. Flip-flops. 

The interface unit tests the required functions of each unit of the missile 

without partitioning the missile, therefore, each unit takes the required 

input signals from the previous unit. The test operation starts by supplying 

the electrical power to the missile and then testing the first unit in the 

missile which is the control unit. When the output of this unit performs the 

test requirements and satisfies the required function, the program goes to 

test the next unit and goes on to the final unit, where this level of testing is 

called the second level and the interface which  performs this level is called 

the second level interface card. 
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     The second level interface card consists of many types of circuits as 

shown in figure (3.8), each circuit performs a specific task, these circuits 

are: 

1. Timing circuit: the timing circuit is designed in order to generate a 

narrow pulse, this narrow pulse is used to indicate that the function 

to be tested is finished.  

2. Clock generation circuit: the clock generation circuit is used to 

generate the main clock of the system.  

3. Address latching circuits: the address latching circuits are used to 

latch the address that was generated by the decoders in order to open 

the path for the signal  received from the specified unit in order to 

read the response of this unit.  

4. Counting circuit: the counting circuit is used to check the width of 

the signals that are fed to it.  

5. Buffering circuits: the buffering circuits represent the circuits that 

transfer the data and address to or from the I/O card and consists of 

the data buffer circuit and address buffer circuit. 

For more details about the circuit diagram of these circuits, see appendix C. 

 

3.6.3 Expansion kit unit: 

         There are many types of expansion kit which can be used with 

interface card in designing such systems. The PCX-795 is one of  these 

types of expansion kit. 

       The PCX-795 is a high performance PC (XT or AT) bus expansion 

system that can be installed within a PC (XT or AT) to allow additional 

cards to be instilled outside the bus of the main computer. The PCX-795 

includes one PCX-795M master card that can be instilled within a PC (XT 

or AT), and one PCX-795S slave card that can be plugged into the system 

unit as an outside expansion, and the cables to link these cards together.  
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The PCX-795 operates easily with any PC (XT or AT) or compatible 

computer. 

       The expansion chassis requires a switching power supply and can 

accommodate up to nine cards in addition to those in your computer. With 

the expansion cards, you can increase the size of your PC system unit by 

adding more expansion chassis boards. Both boards and drivers instilled in 

the expansion chassis operate just as if they were inside the PC itself. An 

expansion chassis that is connected to a PC is similar to that instilled within 

a PC and all bus signals are transmitted to the expansion chassis. 

 

3.6.4 Passive Back Plane Card: 

         Passive back plane is a card consists of four sockets, which is similar 

to the sockets at the bus of the main computer. All the signals in the bus of 

the main computer are transferred through the expansion kit to the passive 

back plane card; therefore, any card put in the passive back plane of the 

main computer can deal with it easily as a part of it. The passive back plane 

needs external power supply to work, the power supply which must  be fed 

to the card are (+5 v, -5 v, +12 v, -12 v, ground).  

 

3.7  Testing Program Design: 

         The main program of missile test bench is divided into the following 

routines: 

1. Control system test routine. 

2. Guidance system test routine. 

3. Power supply test routine. 

       Figure (3.9) shows the flowchart of a main sequence of testing 

program. This test routine controls the operation of interface card that test 

the missile as a second level test. Also, this routine deals with missile’s 

units 
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individually and each of them as the UUT but each unit of the missile takes 

its required signals from the previous unit. 

 

3.7.1  Control System Test Routine: 

         The control system test routine consists of three subroutines, these 

are: 

 Servomechanism unit test subroutine: The servomechanism unit 

test subroutine checking number of test parameters, these are: 

1. The zero position of fin for the first, second, third, and forth 

channels: these checks imply measurement of the signals indicating 

the position of the missile control surfaces without the application of 

disturbing actions to the missile. 

2. The parameter tzeroing: this check implies measurement of a time 

interval between feeding of the stimulus signal generated by the 

missile control system and signal G-load check to the control unit till 

the moment when signal control ON appears. This measurement is 

made by the frequency-code converter after the time interval has 

been converted into the pulse duration.  

 

Algorithm of the servomechanism unit test: 

           Step1. For each fin channel. do steps 1.1-1.3 

                     Step1.1  Read fin response of each channel. 

                                 X1= measured value in volt. 

                     Step1.2  Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                 Y1=stored data in volt= 0 v 

                     Step1.3  If    -0.62 ≤ X1 ≤ 0.62 

                                 Display pass test message. 

                                 else 

                                 Display error message. 
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            Step2. For the parameter tzeroing test. do steps 2.1-2.7 

                      Step2.1 Provide missile ( 27 v  Dc ) and ( 36 v,                    

                                     1000 Hz  Ac). 

                      Step2.2  Operating azot and control systems. 

                      Step2.3  Check G-load. 

                      Step2.4 Read G-load and control signals. Measure the             

                                  interval time between these signals. 

                      Step2.5 Convert interval time into pulse duration. 

                      Step2.6  Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                    X2= measured value in volt. 

                                    Y2=stored data in volt= 0.5 v 

                      Step2.7  If    0.44 ≤ X2 ≤ 0.56 

                                 Display pass test message. 

                                 else 

                                 Display error message. 

           Step3. Continue to next check. 

 

 Gyroscope unit test subroutine: The gyroscope unit test subroutine 

performs number of subroutines as shown in figure (3.10), which 

represents the main sequence of gyroscope unit test subroutine, these 

are: 

1. The zero error stabilization for the first, second, and third channels: 

these checks imply measurement of the signals which are 

proportional to the deflection angles of missile control surfaces when 

a respective mode of operation of the control unit is being selected.  
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Algorithm of the zero error stabilization for the first, second, and third    

channels test: 

          Step1.  Provide missile ( 27 v ) for operating fuse and  

                      unguided launching systems.  

          Step2.   Feed the missile (36 v, 115 v, 1000 Hz Ac). 

          Step3.   For the first channel. do steps 3.1-3.3 

                      Step3.1  Take  δ1  and δ3 signals from missile and    

                                    convert them into digital signals. 

                      Step3.2    Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                    X1= measured value in volt. 

                                    Y1=stored data in volt= 4.38 v 

                      Step3.3    If    0.5 ≤ X1 ≤ 8.26 

                                    Display pass test message. 

                                    else 

                                    Display error message. 

          Step4.   For the second channel. do steps 4.1-4.3 

                      Step4.1   Close δ1  and δ3 signals and take δ2  and δ4 signals           

                                    and convert them into digital signals. 

                      Step4.2   Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                    X2= measured value in volt. 

                                    Y2=stored data in volt= -4.38 v 

                      Step4.3   If    -8.26 ≤ X2 ≤ -0.5 

                                   Display pass test message. 

                                   else  

                                   Display error message. 
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           Step5.    For the third channel. do steps 5.1-5.4 

                         Step5.1  Provide missile (+27 v ) for operating  

                                       autopilot system. 

                         Step5.2  Take δ1, δ2, δ3 and δ4 signals from missile.  

                                       and convert them into digital signals. 

                         Step5.3   Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                         X3= measured value in volt. 

                                         Y3=stored data in volt= 0 v 

                         Step5.4  If    -3.62 ≤ X3 ≤ 3.62 

                                      Display pass test message. 

                                      else 

                                      Display error message. 

           Step6. Continue to next check. 

 

2. The parameters pre-deflection and left pre-deflection: these checks 

imply measurement of the signals proportional to the deflection 

angles of the missile control surfaces when a respective mode of 

operation of the control unit is being set up.  

 

Algorithm of the parameters pre-deflection and left pre-deflection test: 

          Step1.   Close unguided launching system. 

          Step2. Take δ1, δ2, δ3 and δ4 signals from missile. and  

                       convert them into digital signals. 

          Step3.   For the parameter pre-deflection. do steps 3.1-3.2 

                      Step3.1   Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                    X1= measured value in volt. 

                                    Y1=stored data in volt= 8.34 v 

                      Step3.2    If    6.67 ≤ X1 ≤ 10.01 

                                    Display pass test message. 
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                                    else 

                                    Display error message. 

          Step4.   Provide  missile ( +27 v) left. 

          Step5.   For the parameter left pre-deflection. do steps 5.1-5.2 

                      Step5.1    Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                    X2= measured value in volt. 

                                    Y2=stored data in volt= -8.34 v 

                      Step5.2    If    -10.01 ≤ X2 ≤ -6.67 

                                    Display pass test message. 

                                    else 

                                    Display error message. 

 

          Step6.  Closed  ( +27 v) left. 

          Step7. Continue to next check. 

 

 Autopilot unit test subroutine: The autopilot unit test subroutine 

performs number of subroutines as shown in figure (3.11), which 

represents the main sequence of autopilot unit test subroutine, these 

are: 

1. The parameters Kγ and  K : during these checks, evaluation 

deflection of the missile control surfaces under the action of a 

stimulus signal of different signs which are applied to a respective 

input of the control unit of missile control system.  

 

Algorithm of the parameters Kγ and  K  test: 

          Step1.   Open the unguided launching and control systems. 

          Step2.   Feed the missile (36 v, 115 v, 1000 Hz Ac). 

          Step3.   Check G-load. 

          Step4.   For the parameter Kγ. do steps 4.1-4.4 
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                      Step4.1  Take γ signal from missile. 

                      Step4.2  Take δ1, δ2, δ3 and δ4 signals from missile and  

                                   convert them into digital signals. 

                      Step4.3  Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                    X1= measured value in volt. 

                                    Y1=stored data in volt= -8.76 v 

                      Step4.4   If    -10.26 ≤ X1 ≤ -7.62 

                                   Display pass test message. 

                                   else 

                                   Display error message. 

          Step5.   For the parameter K . do steps 5.1-5.3 

                      Step5.1   Close  γ signal and take    signal. 

                      Step5.2   Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                    X2= measured value in volt. 

                                    Y2=stored data in volt= 4.94 v 

                      Step5.3   If    4.09 ≤ X2 ≤ 5.79 

                                    Display pass test message. 

                                    else 

                                    Display error message. 

           Step6. Continue to next check. 

 

2. The parameters KпI and KпII: in the control unit applied across the 

input of tilt winding a slowly increasing voltage until the missile 

control surfaces are deflected to a certain angle. The fitness of 

parameters is evaluated by reference to the signal magnitude of the 

linear acceleration transducer, which caused this deflection. 

The parameters KϋI and KϋII: a stimulus signal is applied to a   

 respective input of the control unit and the deflection of the flying   

 vehicle control surfaces is measured.  
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Algorithm of the parameters KnI, KnII, KϋI, and KϋII test: 

           Step1.  For the parameters KnI and KnII . do steps 1.1-1.2 

                      Step1.1   For the parameter KnI. Do steps 1.1.1-1.1.4 

                                  Step1.1.1  Close δ2  and δ4 signals and take δ1  & δ3      

                                                  signals from missile. 

                                  Step1.1.2  Giving  0.3I signal to missile and  

                                                  taking nI signal from it. 

                                  Step1.1.3   Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                                  X1= measured value in volt. 

                                                  Y1=stored data in volt= -3.68 v 

                                  Step1.1.4  If    -4.32 ≤ X1 ≤ -3.04 

                                                  Display pass test message. 

                                                  else 

                                                  Display error message. 

                      Step1.2    For the parameter KnI. Do steps 1.2.1-1.2.4 

                                  Step1.2.1  Close δ1 and δ3 signals and take δ2  & δ4      

                                                  signals from missile. 

                                  Step1.2.2  Give 0.3II signal to missile and  

                                                  close 0.3I signal. 

                                  Step1.2.3   Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                                  X2= measured value in volt. 

                                                  Y2=stored data in volt= -3.68 v 

                                  Step1.2.4   If    -4.32 ≤ X2 ≤ -3.04 

                                                  Display pass test message. 

                                                  else 

                                                  Display error message. 

           Step2.   For the parameters KϋI and KϋII . do steps 2.1-2.2 

                      Step2.1   For the parameter KϋII. Do steps 2.1.1-2.1.4 
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                                  Step2.1.1 Take nII and ϋII signals from flying  

                                                 vehicle and convert them into digital signals. 

                                  Step2.1.2 Common the zero position of control        

                                                  signal with ground signal.  

                                  Step2.1.3   Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                                  X3= measured value in volt. 

                                                  Y3=stored data in volt= -12.28 v 

                                  Step2.1.4   If    -14.4 ≤ X3 ≤ -10.16 

                                                  Display pass test message. 

                                                  else 

                                                  Display error message. 

                      Step2.2   For the parameter KϋI. Do steps 2.2.1-2.2.3 

                                  Step2.2.1 Close  ϋII signal and open ϋI signal from  

                                                 missile. Take δ1  and δ3 signals from    

                                                 missile and close δ2  and δ4 signals.  

                                                 Take 0.3I and close 0.3II signals to flying  

                                                 vehicle and  convert all these signals  into  

                                                 digital signals.                                          

                                  Step2.2.2  Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                                 X4= measured value in volt. 

                                                 Y4=stored data in volt= -12.28 v 

                                  Step2.2.3  If    -14.4 ≤ X4 ≤ -10.16 

                                                 Display pass test message. 

                                                 else 

                                                 Display error message. 

           Step3.  Close the common signals, also close the control and  

                       unguided launching systems.   

           Step4.  Open the first linear acceleration transmitter. 

           Step5.  Continue to next check. 
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3. The parameters G-load control signal limitation: these checks imply 

verification of the operation and failure to operate of the control unit 

limiter when G-load stimulus signals of different sign are applied. In 

order to check failure in operate of the control unit limiter, it is 

necessary to set a voltage lower than the limiter operation level on 

the linear acceleration transducer and to check the presence of the 

control signal. When checking the operation of the control unit 

limiter, it is necessary to set a voltage higher than the limiter 

operation level on the linear acceleration transducer and to check 

absence of control signal. 

  

Algorithm of the parameters G-load control signal limitation for the 

first channel [(positive and non positive operation) and (negative  

and  non negative operation)] test: 

           Step1.  For the parameter G-load control signal limitation for the  

                       first channel (positive no operation). Do steps 1.1-1.8 

                      Step1.1   Reset nn24-I and nn24-II units. 

                      Step1.2  Close δ1  and δ3 signals  and  ϋI signal. Open the     

                                    control system and  ηI signal from missile. 

                      Step1.3   If nominal value = -2.6 v. do step 1.4 

                                    else,   nominal value=10v. jump to step 2. 

                      Step1.4   close the first linear acceleration transmitter. 

                      Step1.5  Take the first limit control signal (ΩlimitI) from        

                                    missile. 

                      Step1.6   Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                      X1= measured value in volt. 

                                      Y1=stored data in volt= -0.8 v 

                      Step1.7   If  X1 ≥ -0.8 

                                    Display pass test message. 
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                                    else 

                                    Display error message. 

                      Step1.8   Close the first limit control signal (ΩlimitI). 

           Step2.  For the parameter G-load control signal limitation for the  

                        first channel (positive operation). Do steps 2.1-2.7 

                      Step2.1  Open the first linear acceleration transmitter. 

                      Step2.2  If nominal value = -4 v. do step 2.3 

                                   else,   nominal value=10v. jump to step 3. 

                      Step2.3  close the first linear acceleration transmitter. 

                      Step2.4 Take the first limit control signal (ΩlimitI) from        

                                  missile. 

                      Step2.5  Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                      X2= measured value in volt. 

                                      Y2=stored data in volt= -0.5 v 

                      Step2.6  If  X2 ≤ -0.5 

                                   Display pass test message. 

                                   else 

                                   Display error message. 

                      Step2.7  Close the first limit control signal (ΩlimitI). 

           Step3.  For the parameter G-load control signal limitation for the  

                       first channel (negative no operation). do steps 3.1-3.7 

                      Step3.1  Open the first linear acceleration transmitter. 

                      Step3.2  If nominal value = 2.6 v. do step 3.3 

                                   else,   nominal value=10v. jump to step 4.  

                      Step3.3  close the first linear acceleration transmitter. 

                      Step3.4 Take the first limit control signal (ΩlimitI) from        

                                   missile. 

                      Step3.5  Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                      X3= measured value in volt. 
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                                      Y3=stored data in volt= 0.8 v 

                      Step3.6  If  X3 ≥ 0.8 

                                   Display pass test message. 

                                   else 

                                   Display error message. 

                      Step3.7  Close the first limit control signal (ΩlimitI). 

           Step4.  For the parameter G-load control signal limitation for the  

                        first channel (negative operation). do steps 4.1-4.7 

                      Step4.1  Open the first linear acceleration transmitter. 

                      Step4.2  If nominal value = 4 v. do step 4.3 

                                   else,   nominal value=10v. jump to step 5. 

                      Step4.3  close the first linear acceleration transmitter. 

                      Step4.4 Take the first limit control signal (ΩlimitI) from        

                                  missile. 

                      Step4.5 Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                      X4= measured value in volt. 

                                      Y4=stored data in volt= 0.5 v 

                      Step4.6  If  X4 ≤ 0.5 

                                   Display pass test message. 

                                   else 

                                   Display error message. 

                      Step4.7  Close the first limit control signal (ΩlimitI). 

           Step5.  Close G-load check. 

           Step6. Continue to next check. 
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Algorithm of the parameters G-load control signal limitation for the 

second channel [(positive and non positive operation) and (negative  

and  non negative operation)] test: 

           Step1.  For the parameter G-load control signal limitation for the  

                       second channel (positive no operation). Do steps 1.1-1.8 

                      Step1.1  Open the second linear acceleration transmitter. 

                      Step1.2  Take  ηII  and closed  ηI  signals. Close 0.3I and  

                                   nI signals. Take 0.3II and nII signals. 

                      Step1.3  If nominal value = -2.6 v. do step 1.4 

                                   else,   nominal value=10v. do step 2. 

                      Step1.4  close the second linear acceleration transmitter. 

                      Step1.5  Take the second limit control signal (ΩlimitII) from        

                                   missile. 

                      Step1.6  Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                      X1= measured value in volt. 

                                      Y1=stored data in volt= -0.8 v 

                      Step1.7  If  X1 ≥ -0.8 

                                   Display pass test message. 

                                   else 

                                   Display error message. 

                      Step1.8  Close the second limit control signal (ΩlimitII). 

           Step2.  For the parameter G-load control signal limitation for the  

                        second channel (positive operation). Do steps 2.1-2.7 

                      Step2.1  Open the second linear acceleration transmitter. 

                      Step2.2  If nominal value = -4 v. do step 2.3 

                                   else,   nominal value=10v. do step 3. 

                      Step2.3  close the second linear acceleration transmitter. 

                      Step2.4  Take the second limit control signal (ΩlimitII) from        

                                   missile. 
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                      Step2.5  Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                      X2= measured value in volt. 

                                      Y2=stored data in volt= -0.5 v 

                      Step2.6  If  X2 ≤ -0.5 

                                   Display pass test message. 

                                   else 

                                   Display error message. 

                      Step2.7  Close the second limit control signal (ΩlimitII). 

           Step3.  For the parameter G-load control signal limitation for the  

                       second channel (negative no operation). do steps 3.1-3.7 

                      Step3.1  Open the second linear acceleration transmitter. 

                      Step3.2  If nominal value = 2.6 v. do step 3.3 

                                   else,   nominal value=10v. do step 4. 

                      Step3.3  close the second linear acceleration transmitter. 

                      Step3.4  Take the second limit control signal (ΩlimitII) from        

                                   missile. 

                      Step3.5  Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                      X3= measured value in volt. 

                                      Y3=stored data in volt= 0.8 v 

                      Step3.6  If  X3 ≥ 0.8 

                                   Display pass test message. 

                                   else 

                                   Display error message. 

                      Step3.7  Close the second limit control signal (ΩlimitII). 

           Step4.  For the parameter G-load control signal limitation for the  

                        second channel (negative operation). do steps 4.1-4.7 

                      Step4.1  Open the second linear acceleration transmitter. 

                      Step4.2  If nominal value = 4 v. do step 4.3 

                                   else,   nominal value=10v. do step 5. 
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Figure (3.12) Flowchart of a main sequence of guidance

system testing subroutine.
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                      Step4.3  close the second linear acceleration transmitter. 

                      Step4.4 Take the second limit control signal (ΩlimitII) from        

                                  missile. 

                      Step4.5 Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                      X4= measured value in volt. 

                                      Y4=stored data in volt= 0.5 v 

                      Step4.6  If  X4 ≤ 0.5 

                                   Display pass test message. 

                                   else 

                                   Display error message. 

                      Step4.7  Close the second limit control signal (ΩlimitII). 

           Step5.   Close G-load check and control system, also close  ηII,         

                        0.3II and nII signals. 

           Step6. Continue to next check. 

 

3.7.2  Guidance System Test Routine: 

         The guidance system test routine consists of two subroutines as 

shown in figure (3.12), which represents the main sequence of guidance 

system testing subroutine, these are: 

1. The initial guidance error for the first and second channels: these 

checks imply checking a signal supplied from the G-load indicator, 

provided the lock-on signal is ensured.  

 

Algorithm of the initial guidance error for the first and second 

channels test: 

           Step1. For the initial guidance error for the first channel. do      

                          steps 1.1-1.6  

                      Step1.1  Take  nI,  δ1  and δ3 from missile. 

                      Step1.2  Take 0.3I  to missile. 
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                      Step1.3   Provide  ( +27 v ) to the gyroscope and autopilot.  

                                   Check G-load and operating control system. 

                      Step1.4   Feed the missile (36v, 115v, 1000 Hz Ac). 

                      Step1.5  Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                       X1= measured value in volt. 

                                       Y1=stored data in volt= 1.87 v 

                      Step1.6  If    -3.74 ≤ X1 ≤ 7.48 

                                   Display pass test message. 

                                   else 

                                   Display error message. 

           Step2. For the initial guidance error for the second channel. do      

                          steps 2.1-2.3 

                      Step2.1  Close  nI , 0.3I , δ1  and δ3 signals and open nII , 0.3II ,    

                                   δ2 and  δ4 signals. 

                      Step2.2  Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                       X2= measured value in volt. 

                                       Y2=stored data in volt= -1.87 v  

                     Step2.3   If    -7.48 ≤ X2 ≤ 3.74 

                                   Display pass test message. 

                                   else 

                                   Display error message. 

           Step3. Continue to next check. 

 

2. The parameters of guidance KyI and KyII : during these checks, the 

carriage simulator together with horn antenna starts to move 

according to a certain law, which causes measurement of the signal 

supplied from the linear acceleration transducer. Prior to the 

measurement, the signal has been integrated during the time of its 

movement.  
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Algorithm of the parameters of guidance for the first and second 

channels (KyI & KyII) test: 

           Step1.  For the parameter of guidance for the second channel ( KyII ).  

                     do steps 1.1-1.3 

                      Step1.1  Operate moment  transmitter. 

                      Step1.2  Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                       X1= measured value in volt. 

                                       Y1=stored data in volt= -8.68 v 

                      Step1.3  If    7.38 ≤ X1 ≤ 9.98 

                                   Display pass test message. 

                                   else 

                                   Display error message. 

           Step2.  For the parameter of guidance for the first channel  ( KyI ).        

                      do steps 2.1-2.3 

                      Step2.1  Open  nI , 0.3I , δ1  and δ3 signals and close  nII, 0.3II,  

                                    δ2 and δ4 signals. 

                      Step2.2  Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                       X2= measured value in volt. 

                                       Y2=stored data in volt= 8.68 v 

                      Step2.3  If    -9.98 ≤ X2 ≤ -7.38 

                                   Display pass test message. 

                                   else 

                                   Display error message. 

           Step3.   Close  nI , 0.3I , δ1  and δ3 signals. 

           Step4. Close the G-load check.  

           Step5. Open air compressor transmitter. 

           Step6. Nominal value = 0.2 v. 

           Step7. Close air compressor transmitter. 

           Step8. Continue to next check. 
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3.7.3  Power Supply Test Routine: 

         The power supply test routine consists of four subroutines as shown 

in figure (3.13), which represents the main sequence of power supply 

testing subroutine, these are: 

1. The operation of the turbo generator testing subroutine. 

2. The voltage of the turbo generator testing subroutine. 

3. The frequency of the turbo generator testing subroutine. 

4. The parameter (27v) from turbo generator testing subroutine. 

 

Algorithm of the power supply test: 

           Step1.  For the operation of the turbo generator test. do steps 1.1-1.5 

                      Step1.1   Provide the missile (115 v) heating. 

                      Step1.2    Read the voltage of the generator. 

                      Step1.3    Give 90 atmosphere. 

                      Step1.4     X1= measured value in volt.  

                                       Y1=stored data in volt= 27 v. 

                      Step1.5    If     X1 ≠ 27 v. do step 5. 

                                      else    continue. 

           Step2.     For the voltage of turbo generator. do steps 2.1-2.6    

                      Step2.1   Provide the missile (27 v). 

                      Step2.2  Close the operation of gyroscope and autopilot unit. 

                    Step2.3  Close (36 v, 115 v, 1000 Hz Ac). 

                    Step2.4  Take stabilization turbo generator voltage. 

                    Step2.5  Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                     X2= measured value in volt. 

                                     Y2=stored data in volt= 8 v. 

                    Step2.6  If    7.56 ≤ X2 ≤ 8.44. do step 2.6.1 

                                  Step2.6.1  Display error message. do step 5. 

                                  else      Display pass test message.            
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          Step3.   For the frequency of the turbo generator. do steps 3.1-3.7 

                    Step3.1  Close stabilization turbo generator voltage. 

                    Step3.2  Nominal value= 1.oo2 sec. 

                    Step3.3  Take turbo generator voltage from missile. 

                    Step3.4  Convert frequency to code. 

                    Step3.5  Open (27 v) heating. 

                       Step3.6     X3= measured value in volt.  

                                        Y3=stored data in volt= -5 v. 

                    Step3.7  If    -10 ≤ X3 ≤ 0. do step 3.7.1 

                                  Step3.7.1  Display error message. do step 5. 

                                  else      Display pass test message.    

          Step4.   For the parameter   ( 27 v )  from turbo generator. do    

                        steps  4.1-4.6 

                    Step4.1   Close  (27 v) heating.   

                    Step4.2   Close  turbo generator voltage. 

                    Step4.3    Provide (27 v) to autopilot unit. 

                    Step4.4    Compare measured data with stored data. 

                                       X4= measured value in volt. 

                                       Y4=stored data in volt= 27 v 

                    Step4.5    If    24.3 ≤ X4≤ 29.7 

                                   Display pass test message. 

                                   else 

                                   Display error message. 

                    Step4.6    Close (27 v) to autopilot unit.  

           Step5. Stop the program.                                             
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4.1   Introduction: 

         The development of the missile test bench is based on the functional test 

approach. The test bench deals with the missile as a black box, but all the 

input and output signals are known. Therefore, the test bench was simulated 

by xPC target and GUI in MATLAB package version (6.5) in order to show 

and know the ability of this bench to give the correct decision about the 

missile operation. This chapter describes the main window of the test bench 

and explains the simulation process with results and discussion for this 

process.    

 

4.2 Simulation Process:  

         The simulation of the testing method for the missile was done by 

MATLAB package and built depending on the following parts: MATLAB 

files, simulink, xPC target and GUI, figure (4.1) shows these parts and the 

relationship between them. 

         The simulation process starting from GUI which contains the main 

window of the tester where in this stage, firstly selected the type of testing 

(automatic or manual) and secondly selected the number of check which we 

wanted to be tested. In this time, GUI transferred command into MATLAB 

file by call back of the push button of the check to run the program of this 

check. In MATLAB files, according to run the program which represent the 

selection check, another command is transmitted from MATLAB file into 

simulink and xPC target to run and simulate the block diagram which 

represents the state of testing for this check. In simulink and xPC target stages, 

the data which  received from UUT which represented by signal generator as 

shown in figure (4.2) are converted by A/D converter, analyzed, and  

compared with  the  stored data  (reference data). The results of this stage are  
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transmitted back into workspace in MATLAB files and stored in form of data 

files. This data are plotted in MATLAB file program and this figure is 

transmitted into GUI to show the response of the selected check in main 

window. 

 

4.3 Test Bench Main Window: 

         The main window of the tester for missile is designed by GUI as shown 

in figure (4.3). This window contains the two push buttons represent the 

automatic and manual operation for the tester. It also contains on the axes 

window to show the response of each check. Finally the main window 

contains (32) push buttons equal to the number of checks, each of them 

represents one of checks and show the number and state of this check. Figures 

(4.4), (4.5), and (4.6) shows the main window at operation where figure (4.4) 

show the state of the tester when all the checks are pass, figure (4.5) shows the 

state of the tester when all the checks are failure, and figure (4.6) shows the 

state of the tester when some of the checks are pass and another are failure. 

 

4.4 The Results of the Simulation: 

         After run the main program which represented the simulation of the test 

bench for the missile, the responses of all the checks can be gated as a results 

of this simulation and can be indicated from these responses the state of the 

test for all checks of missile. These results can be discuss and summarized 

according to units of the missile as:  

1. The responses of the zero position of the fin checks (success and fail)    

for the first, second, third, and fourth channels in servomechanism unit 
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Figure(4.3) The main window of the tester for missile. 
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     Figure(4.4) The state of the tester when all checks are pass. 
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   Figure(4.5) The state of the tester when all checks are failure. 
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Figure(4.6) The state of the tester when the checks are pass and 

failure. 
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     are shown in figures (4.7) and (4.8). These checks have nominal values     

     in voltage level equal to (0 v) with tolerance values (±0.62 v). 

From figures, at the state of the test success, we note the measured 

values which represented by the Gaussian signals are lie between or 

inside the tolerance or boundaries of the nominal value, while in the 

state of the test fail the measured values are lie outside of these 

boundaries. Figure (4.9) shows the response of the parameter tzeroing 

check (success and fail) in servomechanism unit which represents the 

check number (5) in the sequence of the all checks of the testing method 

for the missile. The nominal value in voltage level for this check equal 

to (0.5 v) with tolerance values (±0.06 v). From the response figure, we 

note the success check resulting  when the measured value which is 

represented by Gaussian signal lie inside the region that limited by the 

tolerance values, while the failure check resulting when the signal lie 

outside this region. 

2. Figures (4.88), (4.18), and (4.12) show the responses of the testing 

method for gyroscope unit (the responses of the zero error stabilization 

checks for the first, second, and third channels and the responses of the 

parameters pre-deflection and left pre-deflection checks). These 

responses represented the checks from check number (6) to check 

number (10) with nominal values as shown in table (3.1). From these 

figures, we note the state of success or failure checks depends on the 

measured values when comparing with the nominal values and 

tolerance of it, i.e., depends on the location of  the measured values 

according to the nominal values and tolerance of it. Where the test is  
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         Figure(4.7) The response of the  zero position of fin checks           

                   (success and failure) for the first and second channels 

                                                  in servomechanism unit. 
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           Figure(4.8) The response of the  zero position of fin checks 

                                (success and failure) for the third and fourth  

                                      channels in servomechanism unit. 
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         Figure(4.9) The response of the parameter tzeroing  check (success 

            and  failure) in servomechanism unit. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

          Figure(4.10) The response of the zero error stabilization check 

               (success and  failure) for the first channel 

       in gyroscope unit. 
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         Figure(4.11) The response of the zero error stabilization checks  

            (success and failure) for the second and third 

    channels in gyroscope unit. 
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Figure(4.12)  The response of the parameters pre-deflection 

                     and left pre-deflection checks (success and 

                    failure) in gyroscope unit. 
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                success   when   the   measured  value  lie inside  the  boundaries  of  the 

          nominal value and the test is fail when the measured value lie       

          outside of its boundaries. 

3.  Figures (4.13) to (4.19) show the responses of the parameter checks in 

autopilot unit testing. From these response, we note the state of the 

checks for this unit are similar to previous units with different in 

nominal values and tolerance of them except the responses of the 

parameter G-load control signal limitation checks for the first and 

second channels. Figures (4.16) and (4.18) show the responses of the 

parameter G-load signal limitation checks for the first and second 

channels (positive operation and no operation), while figures (4.17) and 

(4.19) show the state of (negative operation and no operation). In the 

case of positive no operation, the state of success check occurs when the 

measured values equal or greater than (-0.8 v) rather than the check 

becomes failure, while in the case of positive operation the state of 

success check occur when the measured value equal or less than (-0.5 v) 

rather than the check become failure. In case of negative (operation and 

no operation), we note this case is similar to the previous case with 

different in the sign of the nominal values only, where the nominal 

value of the negative no operation is (0.8 v), while the nominal value of 

the negative operation is (0.5 v). 

4. The responses of the parameter checks for the guidance and power 

supply units are shown in figures (4.20) to (4.23). Form these figures, 

we note the state of checks (success and failure) in these units similar to 

that states in the servomechanism and gyroscope units with different in 

the nominal values and tolerance of them. 
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Figure(4.13)  The response of the parameters (Kγ) and (K ) 

               checks (success and failure) in autopilot unit. 
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Figure(4.14)  The response of the parameters (KnI) and (KnII) 

                   checks (success and failure) in autopilot unit. 
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Figure(4.15)  The response of the parameters (KϋI) and (KϋII)  

                     checks (success and failure) in autopilot unit. 
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            Figure(4.16)  The response of the parameters G-load control                   

                                   signal Limitation checks (success and failure)     

                                   for the first Channel (positive No operation and   

                                   positive operation) in autopilot unit. 
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       Figure(4.17) The response of the parameters G-load control    

                              signal Limitation checks (success and failure) for  

                              the first  channel (negative No operation and     

                              negative operation) in autopilot unit. 
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             Figure(4.18) The response of the parameters G-load control                  

                                   signal limitation checks (success and failure) for              

                                   the second channel (positive No operation and   

                                   positive operation) in autopilot unit. 
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        Figure(4.19) The response of the parameters G-load control    

                               signal limitation checks (success and failure) for        

                               the second channel (negative No operation and  

                               negative operation) in autopilot unit. 
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           Figure(4.02) The response of the initial guidance error checks 

                                    (success and failure) for the first and second  

                                                channels in guidance unit. 
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        Figure(4.21)  The response of the parameters of guidance (KyI)    

         and (KyII) checks (success and failure) in guidance unit. 
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       Figure(4.20)  The response of the operation and voltage of turbo     

                          generator checks (success and failure) in power 

           supply unit.  
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          Figure(4.23) The response of the frequency of turbo generator   

                                and the parameter (27v) from turbo generator  

                                checks (success and failure) in power supply unit.  
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Conclusions 

 

 

         In this thesis, after simulating the test bench (hardware and software) 

for the missile, several points can be concluded which are summarized as:  

1. The missile which is taken in this thesis as a unit under test is air to 

air thermal guidance missile, i.e. it is consider as complex system 

and the testing method for this system is  difficult, therefore, the 

functional test technique is used in testing of the missile because it 

has been proposed in recent years to solve the complexity of testing 

digital circuits and functional test technique is one of the suitable 

techniques used to check the operation of digital circuits. 

2. Functional test technique is employed, i.e. the test algorithm is 

related to the functions of the SUT and not to the design details. 

Hence, the test algorithm is insensitive to changes in implementation 

of the system units, which are frequent during research and 

development phase. 

3. The total number of checks which are represented the overall test of 

the missile is (32) checks divided into (24) checks representing the 

control system testing, while the guidance and power supply systems 

testing are represented by (4) checks for each of them. Therefore, 

this large number of checks increases the number of detected faults 

and consequently increases the correctness decision about the 

operation of vehicle. Also this large number of checks for all units of 

the missile converges the testing method from the third level test 

approximately. 
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4. Simulation of the testing is achieved by implementing the test 

algorithms utilizing xPC target, simulink, matlab files, and GUI  in 

MATLAB package (ver. 6.5) which are part of the family of 

software products in this package, therefore, the simulation process 

is achieved in easily and flexibility because of correlation and 

matching between these software. 

5. The main window of the test bench is designed by GUI, therefore, 

this design gives the sufficient flexibility in selection the type of the 

testing and the number of check which we want to be tested.   
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Future Work 

 

 

         The following suggestions can be stated as future works to develop or 

attempt the work, these are: 

  

1. Improving the test level of the missile test bench by performing the 

fault diagnosis for each units of the missile and testing the engine 

and fuse systems to reach by the level of testing into the third level 

test.  

2. Implementing missile test bench practically and analysis this design 

by using reliability technique. 

3. Implementing the software algorithm and programs into integrated 

circuits by using field programmable gate arrays technique (FPGA) 

to built-in self test technique by migrating the intelligent interface 

inside the missile. 
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System Requirements 

 

     The hardware and software requirements are different for the host and 

target computers. This section includes the following topics: 

•Host PC: Desktop or notebook PC 

•Target PC: Desktop, industrial PC, PC/104, PC/104+, or Compact PCI 

 

A-1 Host PC: 

     The host PC is usually your desktop computer where you install 

MATLAB, Simulink, Stateflow, Stateflow Coder, Real-Time Workshop, xPC 

Target, and xPC Target Embedded Option. A notebook computer is also a 

viable host PC because of its small size [17]. 

 

A-1.1 Software Requirements for the Host PC: 

     The following table lists the minimum software xPC Target requires on 

your host PC:  

Software Description 

Operating system 

       MATLAB 

 

Simulink 

Real-Time 

Workshop 

 

A Microsoft Windows platform supported by 

The Math Works 

 

Version 6.5 

Version 5.0 

Version 5.0 

 

C language compiler 

 

Microsoft Visual C/C++ versions 5.0, 6.0, or 7.0 

Watcom C/C++ versions 10.6 or 11.0 

 

xPC Target Version 2.0 
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A-1.2 Hardware Requirements for the Host PC: 

     The following table lists the minimum resources xPC Target requires on 

the host PC: 

Hardware Description 

Communication 

 

One free serial port (COM1 or COM2) with a 9-pin 

or 25-pin D-sub connector, or an Ethernet card 

connected to a network 

CPU 

 

Pentium, Athlon or later 

Peripherals 

 

Hard disk drive with 60 Mbytes of free space 

One 3.5-inch floppy disk drive 

CD-ROM drive 

RAM 128 Mbytes or more 

 

 

A-2 Target PC: 

     The target PC has to be a PC compatible system. You can use a second 

desktop computer as the target PC, but also you can use an industrial system 

like a PC/104 or Compact PCI as the target computer [17]. 

 

A-2.1 Software Requirements for the Target PC: 

     The following table lists the minimum software xPC Target requires on 

your target PC system. 

 

Software Description 

Operating system 

 

None. If you have an operating system installed on 

the target PC, the xPC Target kernel does not 

affect it. 

 BIOS PC compatible 
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A-2.2 Hardware Requirements for the Target PC: 

     The following table lists the minimum resources xPC Target requires on 

the target PC system. 

Hardware Description 

Chip set 

 

PC compatible with UART, programmable interrupt 

controller, keyboard controller, and counter 

Communication 

 

One free serial port (COM1 or COM2) with a 9-pin or 

25-pin D-sub connector or an Ethernet card connected 

to a network. The xPC Target software includes a 

serial null modem cable and an Ethernet card for the 

target PC 

CPU 

 

Intel 386/486/ Pentium or AMD K5/K6/Athlon with or 

without a floating-point processor or unit. We 

recommend a Pentium, Athlon or later CPU 

Keyboard and 

     mouse 

 

Needed to control the target PC when you create stand-

alone applications 

Note If a keyboard is not connected, the BIOS may 

display an error message (keyboard failure). With 

newer BIOS, you can use the BIOS setup to skip the 

keyboard test. 

 

Monitor 

 

We recommend using a monitor, but it is not 

necessary. You can get all of the target information 

using xPC Target functions on the host PC. 

Peripheral 

 

One 3.5 inch floppy disk drive. A hard disk drive is not 

required. 

Note If you install the xPC Target Embedded Option, 

you can copy files to a hard disk or flash memory and 

boot from that device. 

RAM 8 Mbytes or more 
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Appendix C 

 

 

C-1   ADC and DAC [9]: 

        ADC is used to convert the analog signals into digital signals. AD 574 

chip is used to convert the analog signal to 8-bit digital signal with fast 

successive approximation conversion time. It is designed to convert bipolar 

inputs between (-5 v) and (+5 v).  

DAC is used to convert the digital signals into analog signals. The DAC 

circuit can be built by using the ZN 425 chip. It is designed to provide 

bipolar output between (-5 v) and (+5 v). Figure (C-1), shows a circuit 

diagram of A/D and D/A converter units. 

 

C-2  I/O bus: 

       The I/O bus of the main computer consists of (98) signal lines. Figure 

(C-2), shows the PC bus line of the main computer, these lines can be 

divided into three groups, these are: 

1. Data lines, which are grouped as a set of (16) lines that represent the 

data from (D0-D15). 

2. Address lines, which are grouped as a set of (20) lines, which 

represent the address lines from (A0-A19). There are (12) address 

and control lines (20-32) used for memory only. 

3. Control lines, which are grouped as a set of (6) lines that are 

read/write to I/O device and memory, (16) interrupt request and 

acknowledge lines, (16) DMA request and acknowledge lines, and 

address line enable. 
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Figure (C-2) ISA pin-out [19]
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C-3  Circuit Diagrams: 
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Figure (C-4)  Clock Generating Circuit.
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 ــــةـالصــخـال

 

وظيفي أحد أهم أساليب الفحصص للمظظومصاا المدةصد   يمثل الفحص على المستوى ال         

يتميصصب ونوظصصي ت يدتمصصد وسصصوة  أساسصصيم علصصى التسصصميم الصصداتلي مرصصبا  الوحصصداا المصصةاد  إذ

السصاةو   يدتمد على الوظائف المةاد تظفيذها من تصلل عمصل هصذل الوحصداا  وإظمافحسها 

 ظصو  رصو -رو   عن ساةو في هذا الدمل نوحد  أو ظظام تحا الفحص هي عواة التي أتذ

P24  فحصص تمثصل المرمصو  23هصو   السصاةو    عصدد الفحوسصاا لهصذاا"حةاةي موريال )

النيصان المصاد  محانصا   تحصا متتلصف ظصةوف الايصةان  للسصاةو  امةضصيالنلي للفحصص 

علصصى مسصصتوى التصصا  للسصصاةو الصصوظيفي  امدا لمظسصصم الفحصصص المةصصدم يدمصصل علصصى فحصصص 

أوتدا ا من وحد  السياة  المتمثلم ووحد  المصاابة   الساةو فحص الثاظي  مظسم الفحص ت

 مصصةوةا ووحصصد  التوريصصي وأظتهصصا ا ووحصصد  التبذيصصم النهةوائيصصم  اآللصصيالرايةوسصصنوب  والايصصاة 

 تاصويةلعمصل النيصان المصاد  فصي مظسصم الفحصص تصم  حصانيالصذ  ي يالوصة مرصالنيان محانا  

واسصصتتدام مرموعصصم ( الصصذ  يحتصصو  علصصى دوال موظيصصم MATLAB 6.5ظظصصام   واسصصتتدام

 :التاليم التةظياا

 Command Window Simulink xPC Target  Graphical User Interface (GUI 

مةاةظصم  أرصةا   للسصاةو تةصوم وةصةا   وياظصاا اتسصتراوم  يالوصة مرصالدوال الةئيسيم للنيان 

المتبوظم في الحاسوم واتتاذ  للساةو ةيةيم وين هذل اتستراواا ووين وياظاا اتستراوم الح

تصم  السصاةو اةيةصم الفحصص لدمصل  الصوظيفي  لصددا  السصاةو الةةاة حول سصلحيم هصذل 

اتها واستتدام هذا الظظام  حيص  تضصمظا عمليصم المحانصا  وظصا  المتااصاا النتليصم لنصل محان

 ل فحصص وةسصصملتاسصم ونص  نتاوصم الوصصةام  اxPC Targetو   Simulinkفحصص واسصتتدام 

  الوارهم الةئيسصيم لمظسصم الفحصص تصم تسصميمها Command Windowاتستراواا تم في 

      Graphical User Interface(GUI)في
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